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lose your head in certain circumstances. I don't lose my head. Since last Tuesday, of course, I have discovered that I do not possess absolutely complete presence of mind. But I'm not very far from it.
" At this moment, for example, my brain is working with as much clear-sightedness as though I were sitting in front of the plans of my single-rail railway. And if I spend to-night in drafting the terms of my deposition as carefully as possible, taking everything into account, even the danger that there might be in being too definite, and also the very slight air of there being something odd, something inexplicable, about it that one must leave around the incident, like a dash of garlic, so that it conveys the impression of really having happened - well, all I want is a cup of black coffee stronger than usual and I guarantee to be a match for all the police superintendents and examining magistrates in the world! "
This extreme clear-sightedness which the bookbinder felt - he imagined he could follow its radiation to the very limits of his consciousness. Nevertheless, it left perhaps the most decisive origins of what he proposed to do to-morrow in the dark. Of course, he did not ignore them entirely; but he saw no reason why he should recognise them. He respected in them what a man always cherishes and protects above everything else: the mainspring of his innermost formulas of conduct, the trade secrets of his actions, which are really personal to himself.
In this connection Quinette had some weaknesses which he avoided confessing to himself; for example, a kind of fear, belonging to the same family as vertigo, which led him, in the presence of the most threatening danger, to advance straight at it, less for the purpose of challenging it or estimating it than for the purpose of touching it, as other people touch iron or wood. So much so that his fondness for <e preventive action," which had akeady taken him to the hovel in the rue Dailloud and to the rue Vandamme, was perhaps not so much like a self-defensive reaction as a superstitious rite*

